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ADAPTING TO TRAINING
DURING A PANDEMIC
Thanks to the hard work of so many
UStABC members, the club has
continued to train and thrive
throughout this time.

VIRTUAL SAINTS
REGATTA SUCCESS
Saints regatta went virtual in 2020,
attracting competitions from across the
world to participate in a variety of new
events.

LOOKING BACK THROUGH
THE DECADES
After a year of reflection, we
look back across moments
from UStABC's 59 year
history.

THE EDEN FUND
UStABC and Eden BC would like to thank the regular contributors to the Eden Fund, whose
generosity is vital in supporting our athletes and paving the way for a sustainable and
successful future for UStABC.

Alex Cooper
Charlie Fling
Maximillian Lau
Jamie Lewis
Ollie Negus
Freddy Pilkington
Emmeline Reed
Benedict Reilly-O'Donnell
Josh Rodes-Hook
Matt Taylor
Thomas Thomson
Ed Woolgar

https://www.edenboatclub.com/donate
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As with so many things in 2020, our annual Saints Regatta
made a move online. Although it was apparent that it not
going to be possible to run the event in person, the club
was still keen to provide some competition for people
after the cancellation of summer racing, regardless of
what facilities they were able to access. For this reason,
we offered rowing, erg, and running events over 500m in
different age and ability groups over the weekend of 1213th September. We were also delighted to get some
competitors in St Andrews racing in person with some
informal beach sprints on the West Sands.
21 different clubs from around the UK and as far afield as
Australia and Myanmar, including several non-rowing
sports clubs in St Andrews took part in the event. This was
a really interesting change, and allowing people from
around the world and from other sports to participate is
something we'd like to encourage again when we're next
able to run the event in person.
Saints Regatta 2020 was run in aid of the Scottish Association for Mental Health (SAMH), a cause
we thought was especially important at the moment. AllMarkOne and Kendall Mint Co. kindly
sponsored the event, offering rewards for all competitors and prizes for winners, and we are very
grateful for their support.

KEEPING OUR ATHLETES GOING
DURING COVID
Over the course of last semester, UStABC's newly appointed Covid Officers, alongside the rest of the
committee, worked hard to make sure training was as safe as possible, including the implementation
of small groups or ‘training bubbles’. With no access to boats for water training, erg sessions became
the highlight of the week, and while unable to row on the water UStABC briefly became more of a
cycling team, with members heading out to lay down the miles on the roads of Fife. Although we were
unable to enter at the last minute because of changing restrictions, the Scottish Rowing Indoor
Championships would have been the peak of our training this semester. Instead lots of our members
volunteered remotely as race marshals to help the virtual event run smoothly.
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A VIRTUAL SAINTS REGATTA

We’ve all adapted and learnt from a very strange period and undoubtedly discovered things that we
will take forwards as restrictions ease. For now training continues at home again, ready for the return
to St Andrews and rowing as and when that becomes possible.

USTABC AND EDEN BC HOST FIRST
JOINT CAREERS EVENT
December saw our inaugural careers event held online, hosted jointly by Eden BC and UStABC. The
event proved a hugely valuable opportunity for alumni to share experiences from a huge range of
sectors with current students and a wonderful opportunity to bring student and alumi communities
together. We are incredibly grateful to all the Eden BC members who gave their time to share their
experience and wisdom with the current generation of UStABC members.
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The club also adapted to make ‘off the water’ events happen as far as possible. Online socials took
place to get to know new members, and at various times when restrictions allowed we were able to
meet in small groups for scavenger hunts or go for coffee under the new mentorship scheme. The
Senior Women’s squad also made and sold Christmas-themed facemasks to fundraise for the club.
Once again our members took on the challenge of fundraising for Movember, raising over £600 in one
month. With social distancing in place, the facial hair efforts were harder to spot, though individuals
certainly raised to bar for raising money with our President Ailsa also running 60km on top of training
throughout the month, and we had fun taking part in a virtual Games Night to raise money as well.

For the last 20 years, the annual
24hour ergathon has made a
regular appearance in the club's
calendar, proving to be a well loved
staple of our freshers week
timetable and a wonderful
opportunity to connect with and
give back to our local community.
Whilst restrictions prevented a
traditional ergthon going ahead this
year, we have a chance to look back
at the history of the event and the
incredible work done by successive
generations of UStABC members.
The event has raised substantial
amounts of money for a number of
charitable organisations over the
years, most recently supporting
Maggie's Cancer Care Centre Fife.
Since 2015, the club has been
humbled and delighted to raise over
£6500 to support the work of this
incredible charity.
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THE 24HR
ERGATHON: A 20
YEAR HISTORY

When Paul Maw arrived at St Andrews in
September 1975, there was no rowing activity to
speak of.
Paul had come up from Sir William Borlase
Grammar, where he had been an avid rower. On a
scouting trip down to the River Eden, Paul
discovered the old boat house, which still (just
about) stands today.

In November 1975, No.111 Squadron,
comprising of Phantom FGR.2 fighter aircraft,
relocated to RAF Leuchars from their former
base at RAF Coningsby. The jets had relocated
north to police the UK air defence region,
providing a similar role to the Typhoon aircraft
still flying from Leuchars today (albeit
temporarily during 2020!)
Paul recalls that he often took to the river at
high tide, the only really feasible conditions for
rowing on the Eden. It was during one of these
evening outings that Paul recalls a wall of noise
hitting him, turning to see a sidewinder missile
zooming across the estuary before lodging into
the bank of the Eden!

The original UStABC boat house on the banks of the Eden
River (2014)

Paul cleared out the building and put down a
landing stage, giving him access to the river.
Eventually, he succeeded in sourcing an old single
from London and began a painstaking restoration
process to get the boat floating! After a year of
repairs, Paul ventured out on the waters of the
Eden and built the club membership up to 4 or 5
others who occasionally joined him.
1975, the year of Paul's arrival at St Andrews, was
proving to be a busy time at Leuchars RAF Base.
Leuchars had been a hive of activity throughout
the 60s and 70s, in the midst of the Cold War.

It transpires that on the ground at Leuchars, a
No.111 Squadron Phantom was being checked
over prior to a training exercise. As the pilot ran
pre-flight checks, an electrical short circuit
caused the sidewinder missile to fire from the
rail which subsequently ploughed a furrow
across the airfield, narrowly missed Paul and
lodged into the banks of the Eden!
The incident was followed by an announcement
on the BBC the following morning that, "a
missile was fired at RAF Leuchars last night..."
Our thanks to Paul Kawachi (Maw) for bringing
this story to our attention!
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LOOKING BACK: RAF LEUCHARS,
SIDEWINDER MISSILES & USTABC

If you are interested in racing for Eden, whether
that be at small events to rediscover the love of
racing, to reform old crews or potentially even
be part of an Eden crew at HWR/HRR, please fill
in the form on our website (linked in our email).
Our Racing & Competitions Director, Rob, is hard at work looking at a range of training and racing
opportunities, includng opportunities to link up with the UStABC athletes in their training.
If you have queries about racing for Eden please get in touch with Rob at edenbc.racing@gmail.com.
We are looking forward to seeing Eden crews back out on the water very soon!

https://www.edenboatclub.com/racing
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EDEN
BACK
RACING

We're delighted to announce that Eden BC are
looking to reopen Eden's racing account again something to look forward in the not too distant
future!

